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of places of worship associated with royal residences in different cities in the Crown
of Aragon, an entity composed by three kingdoms and a principality that were united
only by the rule of a single dynasty. In an age of itinerant kingship, it was imperative to
display magnificence, not only through palaces and residences, but also through chapels,
cathedrals, monasteries and oratories. These religious spaces functioned as stages of royal
piety, underscoring the king’s special relationship with the sacred in a context of rivalry
with other Iberian and European monarchies.7
From 1277, the court moved from kingdom to kingdom, transporting the royal chapel
from one residence to another.8 But a substantial change took place during the reign of
Peter IV (1336–1387), when the king decided to establish chapels endowed with a set
of images and liturgical objects in every major royal residence. In addition, ceremonies
had to be performed in the same way in every kingdom, according to the Ordinacions
de Cort or Court Ordinances, a ceremonial established by Peter IV, closely following the
precedent of the Leges Palatinae of the kingdom of Majorca (1337).9 As a result of these
decisions, a cohesive image of monarchic piety took shape through ceremonies and the
appearance of high altars, as well as through the number of priests and acolytes celebrating
the Divine Office in the royal chapels. These included Zaragoza and Huesca in Aragon,
Valencia (Palau del Real), and Barcelona and Lleida in Catalonia, though the Almudaina
Palace in Majorca and the Castle of Perpignan were soon added to this list, following the
annexation of this independent kingdom.10 One of the principal ceremonies was the
veneration and display of the royal reliquary, sumptuously furnished and exhibited with a
silver altarpiece in the chapel, and attended by the king on special occasions.11

Fig. 5.1
Leonard Crespí,
King Alfonso V,
supported by an
Angel, praying
in front of the
Crucifixion (ca.
1436–1443).
Miniature in
colours and gold
on parchment
(in book), 22.5 x
15.5 cm. © British
Library Board, Ms.
Additional 28962,
f. 44v.

The British Library collections include an exceptional manuscript illuminated in
Valencia for Alfonso V, King of Aragon, Sicily and Naples.2 This lavish book of prayers,
or psalter and hours, copied and illuminated in Valencia by Leonard Crespí and other
artists between 1436 and 1443, was soon sent to Naples, where the king had established
his court, although it was probably conceived for use in Valencia. A significant number
of the miniatures illustrate royal devotion in various settings, ranging from grand chapels
to private oratories or even what appears to be a royal chamber (Fig. 5.1). Despite efforts
to identify such settings with the halls, rooms and royal chapel in the Palau del Real in
Valencia, inevitably there has been confusion, since this royal residence was demolished
during the Peninsular War in 1810.3 We can, however, consider one well-known and
exceptionally well-preserved building, commissioned by the king himself, and (re)consider
its possible function(s), or, in Baxandall’s terms, assess the intentions behind its founding.
I refer to the exceptional chapel, famous for its tenebrous grey diamond vaults, that was
built within the convent of Saint Dominic in Valencia between 1439 and 1463 (Fig.
5.2). According to Francisco Sala’s unpublished history composed in 1608, the capilla de
los Reyes (King’s Chapel) was designed to be the burial place of Alfonso V and his wife,
Maria of Castile, but there is no earlier evidence for this.4 Moreover, Sala was drawing on
oral sources rather than documents, in the context of the transfer of Alfonso’s body from
Naples to the king’s final resting place in the Aragonese royal pantheon in the monastery of
Poblet.5 When Emperor Charles V, heir of the kings of Aragon, donated the ius sepelendi
of the Valencian chapel to Mencía de Mendoza and her parents, the Marquises of Zenete,
he referred to it as a ‘royal chapel which is founded under the invocation of the three
kings’.6
It was a royal chapel indeed. Founded by the king in 1437, it belonged to a tradition

These
architectural
settings should be analysed
in terms of local traditions,
international models from
other courts, and occasional
innovations—albeit
within
12
tight constraints. The chapel
was only one part of a castle or
palace, built in a long process
of consecutive interventions
by several members of the
dynasty or inherited from
former owners, as in the case
of the Palace of the Kings of
Majorca in Perpignan, dating
from the early fourteenth
century, or the chapel of Castel
Nuovo in Naples, the only
part of the Angevin residence
to be carefully preserved
by Alfonso in the extensive
reconstruction of the fortress
in the mid-fifteenth century.13
This local tradition and sense
of place were sometimes
overwhelming, as in the case of
Palermo’s Cappella Palatina, an
extraordinary chapel that was

Fig. 5.2
Francesc Baldomar,
Kings’ Chapel
(capilla de los
Reyes) (1439–
1463). Convent
of Saint Dominic,
Valencia.
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Fig. 5.3
Bertran Riquer,
Royal Chapel of
Santa Ágata (ca.
1302). Royal Palace
(Palau Reial major),
Barcelona. ©
Ramon Manent.
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lavishly decorated
with mosaics and
a
sophisticated
muqarnas
ceiling,
surely regarded as an
intangible legacy of
those kings of Aragon
who had previously
been kings of Sicily,
such as James II or
Martin I.14 It has
also been suggested
that
Barcelona
Cathedral may have
been
conceived
as a palatine and
episcopal
church.
Although this project
was
eventually
frustrated, it would
nevertheless explain
some
unusual
features of this
building, such as its western tribune, which offers an uninterrupted view of the crypt of
Saint Eulalia.15
Given their strong diplomatic and cultural relations, it is almost certain that the kings
of Aragon kept an eye on other royal chapels in the neighbouring kingdoms of Castile,
Navarre, Portugal and particularly France.16 Cultural exchange between Paris and the
court of Aragon intensified during Peter IV’s reign due to the successive marriages of his
son and successor, future King Juan I with two French princesses (Mata of Armagnac
and Violant of Bar, niece of Jean de Berry).17 The French model of the Sainte-Chapelle
was not overlooked when the monarchs of Aragon erected a royal chapel based on relic
worship in the fourteenth century: we know that in 1398 Martin I asked Charles VI for
detailed information about rites and customs in Paris, so that they could be observed in
Barcelona.18 A copy of the service of the relics has been linked to the chapel in Barcelona;
dating from circa 1400–10 and of Spanish origin, it is now in the Bibliothèque nationale
de France in Paris.19 The kings of Aragon were following the example of French princes
and aristocrats close to the Valois dynasty, who founded royal chapels similar to the Parisian
Sainte-Chapelle in a fashion characterised by relic worship and a significant connection
to the royal sanctity of Saint Louis.20 In this way, they distinguished themselves from
their counterparts in Castile, where the court chapel was itinerant and oriented towards
ordinary cult in the palatium, while royal chapels in cathedrals or monasteries were devoted
to funerary rituals and dynastic commemoration. Moreover, in the royal pantheons in
cathedrals such as Toledo and Córdoba, interference by bishops and chapters in the
sculptural decoration and architectural setting could not be avoided.21
Different patterns of intention can be suggested for other initiatives, such as the
construction after 1302 of the royal chapel in the palace in Barcelona by architect Bertran
Riquer, in accordance with the will of James II (Fig. 5.3). It has been convincingly argued
that the choice of a painted wooden ceiling on diaphragm arches in this oratory was linked
to the Franciscan spiritual movement and the ideas conveyed by authors such as Arnau de
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Vilanova (ca. 1240–1311). More specifically, these values were visualised in the ceremony
of Mandatum on Maundy Thursday, when the king washed the feet of twelve poor men to
commemorate the actions of Jesus Christ and his disciples before the Last Supper.22 This
custom was ritualised by subsequent members of the dynasty but found its most suitable
setting in the royal chapel of the palace in Barcelona.
The tradition of having a royal residence within abbeys and convents prompted the
creation of oratories or chapels for royal services.23 Given that Martin I built a royal
residence in Poblet, the chapel of Saint Martin in the former Carthusian monastery of
Valldecrist (Altura, Castellón) might well be explained by the king’s devotion to relics and
his original intention to participate in monastic life there. Pope Benedict XIII granted
indulgences to those who attended the display of the relics in Valldecrist (1413).24 This
chapel with a crypt was covered by an innovative Gothic timbrel vault consisting of two
layers of intersecting bricks forming a kind of shell. It was built by Pere Balaguer and
consecrated in 1401, and it provided an oratory for the king and for Queen Maria de Luna
close to their lodging in the monastery; the crypt may have been a burial place serving as
an alternative to the royal pantheon in the Cistercian abbey of Poblet (Fig. 5.4).25
As these examples show, we should not examine royal chapels from a strictly formal
standpoint, and we must certainly not consider their condition stable, even though ceremonies
were ritualised and dynastic continuity was reinforced in these places of magnificence and
royal piety. Despite the efforts of Peter IV to enforce homogeneous decoration in his
kingdom’s royal chapels through the appointment of painters such as Ferrer Bassa and
Ramon Destorrents and goldsmiths like Pere Bernés, there were a variety of altarpieces
which could be silver-gilt or painted and, on occasion, even included sculpted images.
Reliquaries were no less
varied in terms of form
and material; the only
requirement was that
their contents be visible.
The mobility of the court
was a common trend
that demanded frequent
travelling with the royal
chapel, but even if a
long stay took place in
one palace, the liturgical
calendar
prompted
changes in the staging of
its chapel. This staging
included the altarpiece
and the furnishings that
displayed the relics, as
described by messengers
from Barcelona who
visited the palatine
chapel of Naples’ Castel
Nuovo on the Feast of
Saint Eulalia in 1452.26
To unpick those
patterns of intention that

Fig. 5.4
Pere Balaguer,
Saint Martin’s
Chapel (ca. 1401).
Charterhouse of
Valldecrist, Altura
(Castellón).
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Poblet, the two Cistercian monasteries in Catalonia. It was almost mandatory to entrust
worship in a royal chapel to a religious community, since they offered continuity and
vigour in Divine Office prayers.33 Martin I chose the Celestines for the royal chapel in the
palace of Barcelona, erected on the precedent of the Sainte-Chapelle, though he had also
established oratories in the very same royal palace (the Chapel of Saint Michael) and in
Barcelona Cathedral.34

The Capilla de los Reyes (Kings’ Chapel) in the Convent of Saint Dominic,
Valencia

Fig. 5.5
Royal Palace (Palau
Reial major),
Barcelona, oratories
and royal tribune
in Royal Chapel of
Saint Agatha (ca.
1302–1406). ©
Ramon Manent.

reveal royal ideals and forms of devotion, it is essential to examine closely the Aragonese
kings’ various initiatives regarding the spaces and functions of their royal chapels. First
and foremost, ceremonies had to be adapted to different spaces: even though it was very
common to have two chapels in royal residences (one for the king, one for the queen),
it was not necessarily so if the queen had her own palace, as was the case in Barcelona.27
Some queens even managed to introduce more intimate places of prayer: Maria of Navarre,
Eleanor of Sicily and Maria de Luna did precisely this in the royal chapel in Barcelona
(Fig. 5.5).28
By the mid-fourteenth century, the Ordinacions de Cort had defined a calendar of
ceremonies and liturgical endowments, but this text pays no attention to architectural
setting. However, a gallery or platform is a common feature in most of the chapels,
including that of Santa Ágata (formerly devoted to Saint Mary) in Barcelona and the one
built by Peter IV in Lleida Castle.29 Both were probably linked to relic worship, and to
the need to see the high altar and highlight royal presence in the chapel while keeping
the monarch separate. We even know that raised platforms or balconies were built onto
royal apartments to overlook the church, as was done for Martin I in Poblet. The king
requested a similar structure to attend services at the Carthusian monastery of Valldecrist
in 1406.30 The introduction of new forms of devotion was an essential prompt for the
construction of such oratories, described by Francesc Eiximenis as ‘a little house where
they can pray almost in secret’.31 Much more private than a royal tribune, these oratories
can be connected to such texts as the Quarentena de contemplació by Joan Eximeno or
others by authors such as Eiximenis who exerted a great influence at court.32
Both kings and queens nonetheless established chapels, oratories and chambers in
monasteries and convents in the Crown of Aragon, sometimes as part of a project including
a pantheon, church and royal residence. That is certainly the case with Santes Creus and

Alfonso V (1396–1458), the second king from the House of Trastámara to occupy
the throne of Aragon, modified the traditions of his predecessors. Having transferred the
royal chapel in the palace of Barcelona to the Mercedarian friars in 1423, he eventually
abandoned Martin I’s project in that city and ordered that the reliquary, augmented by
Martin I not long before, be moved to Valencia.35 Several reasons may explain this change
in favour of Valencia. First, the city, which had been emerging since the late fourteenth
century as one of the capitals of the Crown of Aragon, supported Alfonso’s ambitions to
conquer the kingdom of Naples, and defended his family interests in neighbouring Castile
by offering financial contributions to both initiatives.36 Meanwhile, the king himself
ordered an extensive programme of work on his residence, the Palau del Real, and was
arguably flattered by the city’s efforts to welcome him as a prince in 1414, to celebrate
his marriage to Princess Maria of Castile the year after, and, finally, to commemorate his
royal entry in 1424.37 The Aragonese court’s temporary stay in Valencia, improvements
to the Palau del Real, and the commissioning of Valencian artists and architects further

Fig. 5.6
Former Convent
of Saint Dominic,
Valencia, plan in
its present state. 1.
Only remaining bay
of the conventual
church. 3: Saint
Vincent Ferrer
Chapel. 4: Kings’
Chapel. Produced
by Arturo Zaragozá,
Dirección General
del Patrimonio
Artístico,
Conselleria
d’Educació,
Investigació,
Cultura i Esport
de la Generalitat
Valenciana,
Valencia.
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Fig. 5.7
Former Convent
of Saint Dominic,
Valencia, plan
and section of
Kings’ Chapel in
its present state.
Produced by
Arturo Zaragozá,
Dirección General
del Patrimonio
Artístico,
Conselleria
d’Educació,
Investigació,
Cultura i Esport
de la Generalitat
Valenciana,
Valencia.

Fig. 5.8
Francesc Baldomar,
Kings’ Chapel
(1439–1463), main
entrance from the
convent atrium.
Convent of Saint
Dominic, Valencia.

strengthened the king’s relationship with the city.38
Did Alfonso V always intend to transfer the royal chapel (and relics) from Barcelona
to the new chapel in the Convent of Saint Dominic in Valencia, as Francesca Español
wondered some years ago? Or is it the case, as is more commonly believed, that the
relics ended up there because they were offered as security for a loan to Alfonso V from
the cathedral’s treasury in 1437?39 This possibility is further explored below, as it offers
meaningful insights into the type, functions and particular features of the chapel in the
convent of Saint Dominic (Fig. 5.6).
Built between 1439 and 1463 by architect Francesc Baldomar, the chapel still makes a
powerful statement within the convent of Saint Dominic, thanks to its external grey wall
with Alfonso’s heraldry on Plaza de Predicadores.40 Its monumental presence is, however,
only completely revealed when the rectangular space (eleven by twenty-two metres inside)
is entered, with walls two and a half metres thick, covered with a diamond vault made
up of two rectangular bays with a pointed groin vault, with lunettes and another bay that
creates the effect of a semi-octagonal apse on the western side, with pointed squinches in
the corners (Fig. 5.7).41 The bricks and mortar used in central European diamond vaults
were rarely used in Valencian vaults in this period, but the grey limestone chosen for royal
chapel was equally unusual.42 It was brought directly from the Sagunto quarries, about
twenty-five kilometres away, whereas most Valencian Gothic buildings used local white
limestone from Godella; the latter was more convenient as it is was both nearer and suitable
for stonecutting.43 The records of work on the chapel mention frequent sharpening of
tools, probably due to the hardness of the grey limestone. One reason to employ this hard,
dark grey stone could be its prestige, which derived from its use in ancient monuments in
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the region and its provenance from Saguntum with its Roman ruins and theatre.44
The choice of the grey stone, the location of the chapel near the main access to the
church of the Predicadores and the presence of two niches at each side of the nave have all
been explained as a consequence of its funerary function.45 Valencian citizens and noble
families were enthusiastic patrons of the Dominican convent, making it their preferred
burial location, and the monarchy had protected the friars since the Christian conquest in
1238.46
Less attention has been paid to other intriguing features, such as the presence of one
opening high on the south side, close to the apse at the west end; a chamber covered with
an irregular groin vault, thought to be a sacristy behind the semi-octagonal apse; and two
intertwined spiral staircases, one reaching a terrace with a small well in the centre (a type
known as caracol de Mallorca), the second connected to an opening in the centre of the
apse. A pulpit and a narrow staircase have been excavated out of the northern wall. What
is certainly beyond any doubt is the royal patronage of the chapel, even if it is not recorded
in written sources: the heraldry of the kingdoms of Aragon, Sicily and Naples is proudly
exhibited above the main entrance from the convent atrium (Fig. 5.8).
The origins and construction of the chapel can be followed from the accounts in the
Archivo del Reino de Valencia.47 In these and other associated records, there is no mention
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Initial intentions for the chapel seem to have been condemned to oblivion, unless we turn
to circumstantial insights into the original conception of this structure which has long
been admired as a masterpiece of late Gothic stonecutting and innovative vault design.52
The first piece of evidence is found in the psalter and hours of King Alfonso, located at
the British Library in London.53 In some of the miniatures, we see the king in intimate
prayer inside small shrines or oratories, in a setting similar to the royal chapel in Valencia,
then at an early stage of its construction. These miniatures convey an image of monarchic
piety not only on a courtly stage—as in the miniature identified with the palatine chapel
(fol. 281v) (Fig. 5.9)—but also in more intimate chambers and shrines located in or
outside the royal residence (fol. 14v, in the royal chamber; fol. 38r, of interest because
of the textile oratory; 44v, in front of a crucifix within a small chapel; fol. 106v, before
an oratory in a garden; fol. 263v, inside a mendicant church; fol. 312r, with a vision of
the Virgin inside a chapel) (Figs 5.10 and 5.11).54 It should be noted that this prayer
book was originally commissioned by Cardinal Joan de Casanova, a Dominican friar
and royal confessor whose influence was probably key in the choice of iconography and
decision to make this book ‘for the need and use of the royal person’. The laudatory
biography by Antonio Beccadelli, De dictis et factis Alphonsi regis Aragonum, stresses the
king’s commitment to the Liturgy of the Hours under all circumstances and his special
veneration of the Eucharist, while the prayer book confirms royal devotion to the Seven
Joys of Mary and to the Passion.55

Fig. 5.9
Leonard Crespí,
King Alfonso,
Queen Mary
and their court
attending mass
at a royal chapel
(ca. 1436–1443).
Miniature in
colours and gold
on parchment
(in book), 22.5 x
15.5 cm. © British
Library Board, Ms.
Additional 28962,
f. 281v.

of the chapel’s funerary use: it is always referred to as the ‘capilla de los Reyes’ or the chapel
ordered to be built by King Alfonso. The only reference to the niches is to the retret del
senyor rey and retret de la senyora reyna, using a Catalan term roughly equivalent to the
French retrait, which refers to small niches in the wall to be occupied by the king and the
queen, as the heraldry once again confirms. In 1443 five chaplaincies were each endowed
with one thousand sous a year to celebrate Masses for the king.48 When concealed with
curtains, the niches probably looked similar to the famous miniature depicting Philip the
Good, Duke of Burgundy, at prayer inside an oratory while attending Mass.49
Comparison with other funerary chapels and royal pantheons in the Crowns of Aragon
(Poblet, Santes Creus) and Castile (Miraflores, royal chapels in Sevilla, Córdoba and
Toledo) raises questions about the location of the tombs—if they were really intended
for the Valencian chapel—and their relationship to the retrets.50 It is hard to imagine that
the royal sepulchres were to be placed in the retrets, leaving almost the whole width of the
chapel free: it is more likely that they were intended for the centre of the chapel. Both
niches remained empty anyway, since Alfonso was buried in Naples until his corpse was
transferred to Poblet in 1671 (by order of the Spanish viceroy of Naples, Peter Antonio de
Aragón), while Maria of Castile founded a convent of Poor Clares in Valencia where she
chose to be buried in a tomb without an effigy, decorated only with personal heraldry.51
Not even King Juan II made use of this extraordinary shrine, even though he took on
responsibility for finishing the chapel, and commissioned the painter Joan Reixach to
make an altarpiece for it. He was instead buried in the royal pantheon at Poblet.
There is little evidence for the function of the chapel before Emperor Charles V passed
it on to Mencía de Mendoza as a burial place for her parents, the Marquises of Zenete.

The refined simplicity of the architectural setting for royal piety represented by the
chapel in the convent of Saint Dominic is consistent with the Dominican ideal of intense
spirituality promoted by Saint Vincent Ferrer, the preacher and later saint who played a
decisive role in both Alfonso’s
father election as King of
Aragon at Caspe (1412),
and in the Observant reform
implemented in Santa María
la Real de Nieva (Segovia)
under the patronage of
Catherine of Lancaster and
Maria of Aragon, Alfonso’s
aunt and sister respectively.56
Indeed, a chapel dedicated
to Saint Vincent Ferrer after
his canonisation was built
in front of the entrance to
the capilla de los Reyes, as
can be observed in a plan of
the convent from 1842 (Fig.
5.12). Never painted, the
austere grey walls interrupted
by the two oratories and
the interior pulpit would
have been suitable for
concentration
during
personal prayer, outside of
public ceremonies, with
the help of a text such as
the manuscript of Francesc

Fig. 5.10
Leonard Crespí,
A chapel with
an office being
celebrated in front
of an altarpiece of
three Dominican
saints (ca. 1436–
1443). Miniature
in colours and
gold on parchment
(in book), 22.5 x
15.5 cm. © British
Library Board, Ms.
Additional 28962,
f. 263v.
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constructed to enable members of the royal family to attend ceremonies.64 After reforms
and the demolition of most of the surrounding buildings in the convent, no oratory
or private chamber connected to the squint has been preserved, but something similar
survives in Maria of Castile’s oratory at the church of the Santísima Trinidad in Valencia
where she was buried in 1458.65 Moreover, a plan of the convent shows that this side of
the chapel was in the immediate vicinity of the porter’s lodge, a space to receive laymen
and adequate to accommodate a royal apartment if required (see Fig. 5.12).66
A second opening, now blocked by the sixteenth-century altarpiece, remains accessible
via a spiral staircase and is linked to a room set over the groin vaults of the sacristy.
An oblique round-arched doorway leads to the sacristy and the two intertwined spiral
staircases, which in turn give access to the upper room and to an exterior pulpit. Such
an arrangement would have been useful for displaying relics or the Holy Sacrament,
permitting a few privileged faithful to venerate them and get a closer view. This is not
inconceivable, since the king exhibited the relics in the palatine chapel in Barcelona on
such occasions as the feast of Passio Imaginis (11 November) or of the Assumption (15
August), at least under Martin I.67 In the palatine chapel of the Palau del Real, Maria of
Castile presented the True Cross relic for public veneration.68 In 1449, Alfonso paid the
German artist Pere Staxar for a stone sculpture of the Passion for a royal chapel; this may
have been in Naples but is more likely to have been in Valencia as the iconography was
especially appropriate for a site where relics were displayed.69

Fig. 5.11
Leonard Crespí,
King Alfonso at
prayer (ca. 1436–
1443). Miniature
in colours and
gold on parchment
(in book), 22.5 x
15.5 cm. © British
Library Board, Ms.
Additional 28962,
f. 38r.

Eiximenis’s Psalterium alias Laudatorium, lavishly illuminated by Pere Bonora and Leonard
Crespí for Alfonso in 1443. Dedicated to Antipope Benedict XIII, this Latin text, which
complemented Eiximenis’s Vita Christi, became a challenging and enlightened collection
of prayers and contemplation for popes and kings.58
A second indirect piece of evidence is provided by the transfer of the Crown of Aragon’s
collection of relics from Barcelona to Valencia, where it was deposited in the cathedral in
1437, the very same year in which the chapel’s foundation is first recorded.59 Although
Alfonso needed to borrow money from the cathedral chapter and city authorities, it is
difficult to imagine that he was indifferent to the symbolic value of this treasure amassed
by his predecessors and augmented by him with the reliquary of Saint Louis of Toulouse,
seized in Marseille in 1423.60 It is worth remembering that among the relics delivered to
Valencia Cathedral were such pieces as the Virgin’s Comb, the Holy Grail, a Veronica of
the Virgin and a reliquary of Saint George, patron saint of the Crown of Aragon.61 Some
of these relics remained there on a temporary basis and were occasionally exhibited in the
chapels of the Palau del Real, where the upper chapel was dedicated to Saint Catherine
and the lower chapel to Saint Mary of the Angels.62 For a short time, King Alfonso
seemed keen to convey an image of piety in these chapels, enriching them with a crucifix
of Flemish provenance (1425), acquired for 300 gold florins, and a ‘wooden oratory of
some labour’ for 1,100 sous, to be maintained by carpenter Pasqual Esteve.63
It is perhaps not coincidental that building work started on the convent of Saint
Dominic at a date very close to the transfer of relics to Valencia. An unexplained feature
of the chapel is the presence of a side window, which could be identified as a hagioscope
or squint and can still be seen on the southern wall of the chapel (Fig. 5.13). A hagioscope
was deemed necessary when a chapel became a public space and so a separate oratory was

The layout of the chapel was not dissimilar to the Sainte-Chapelle in Paris, with two
lateral niches, a squint and stairs to an upper platform over the sanctuary.70 Nor was
it very different from the later and chronologically-closer example of Vincennes.71 The
interior of the chapel, with the lateral niches, would have ensured the visibility of the
relics or Holy Sacrament in sharp contrast to the dark grey walls in the background. The
unexpected lack of sculpted or painted décor, apart from the altarpiece, contributed to
the uncanny nudity of the walls under the austere and yet spectacular diamond vault
(Fig. 5.14). The question of whether the Eucharist or the relics from the royal treasure
were displayed remains elusive, but it is certainly possible: the collection of sacra pignora
in the palatine chapel included the Holy Grail, and Alfonso made use of the badge of the
burning seat or ‘Siege Perilous’ (kept vacant for the knight who accomplished the quest
in the Arthurian legend) at least from 1426 in Valencia, before conquering Naples, his

Fig. 5.12
Vicente Casanovas,
Plan of the former
Convent of Saint
Dominic (1847).
© España.
Ministerio de
Defensa. Archivo
General Militar,
Madrid: B-1-21,
plano V-6-14.
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victory usually identified with this symbol.72 The royal chapel included valuable Marian
relics, especially the Virgin’s Comb given by the Duke of Berry in 1394, as well as the
Veronica, and the Trastámara dynasty reinforced its association with the Virgin Mary in
Ferdinand’s reign.73 The altarpiece, painted by Joan Reixach (1457–1463), showed the
Virgin of the Expectation (Virgo expectans) flanked by Saints Ildefonso and John, patrons
of King Alfonso and of his brother and successor Juan II. As well as Alfonso’s onomastic
saint, Ildefonso was a distinguished defender of the virginity of Mary before and after
Jesus’s birth.74 Marian devotion and Eucharistic cult provided a public representation
of the monarchy within an urban context in one of the major mendicant convents in
Valencia, and were combined with more popular celebrations in local festivals, such as the
royal entrances and Corpus Christi processions celebrated on a regular basis.75 Court and
city could converge in these festivals, sharing their devotion and experiencing the presence
of the relics in Valencia as a true donation instead of a temporary deposit, bringing them
from the royal residence to the capilla de los Reyes in Saint Dominic and, eventually, to
the cathedral.

Fig. 5.13
Francesc Baldomar,
Hagioscope on
the eastern wall of
the Kings’ Chapel
(1439–1463).
Convent of Saint
Dominic, Valencia.

In chapter 189 of the novel Tirant lo Blanc, written by the knight Joan Martorell in
Valencia while the capilla de los Reyes was under construction, the protagonist, who
saves the Byzantine Empire from destruction, joins a tournament wearing on his helmet
a crest with a comb and the Holy Grail ‘like the one conquered by Sir Galahad, the good
knight’.76 Already confined to the world of fiction, the ideal of a Crusade to rescue the
imperial capital of Constantinople was no longer a royal priority, but might well have
been meaningful at the time of the foundation of this chapel.77 The royal chapel in
Saint Dominic is undeniably a masterpiece of late Gothic architecture, but the patterns of
intention for its function remain blurred and subject to further research. This was also one
of a series of shrines where monarchic ideals of piety and proximity to the sacred could be
made manifest: values of particular significance for a dynasty that made no claims to sacral
kingship, but which nonetheless required a sense of royal sovereignty linked to holiness. To
bolster Alfonso’s Mediterranean ambitions, it was therefore in the dynasty’s best interests
to communicate the power and prestige of the king to other European kingdoms and
Italian princedoms, and to a large and varied audience in a city with strong aspirations to
be considered the new capital of the Crown of Aragon.78
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